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Learning Outcomes:

• Construct High Level Turing Machines.

• Distinguish between di↵erent Turing Machine variants.

• Become familiar with Deciders vs Looping.

Interesting Article:

“Note on A Universal Quantum Turing Machine” [1]
“Quantum Chaos in Quantum Turing Machines” [2]
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Question 03

Give a high level description of a Turing Machine which decides:

B = {aibjck | i⇥ j = k and i, j, k � 1}
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We can startby building intuition. Let's see whatis andisn'tin B.

NOT:E, abcc, aubc, b, c, a, ab.

IN:abc, aabbccc, abboc,
at means atleast

One a

1 ="On inputX: W

sweep across tape andcleck thatinputis ofform atbict.

Ifnot, reject.
2 More tape to firstuncrosed a' cross it.

3 Alternate between crossing
offone 'b'and then one 'c' until all'b's are crossed.

Ifall as are crossedbutthere remain any uncrosed 'b's, reject.

ex. aabbc, aabbe, habbc, aabbc, reject.

4 Uncrox the crossed 'b's.

5 Repeatsteps 2 and 3 until all as are crossed

6 sweep tape again andmake sure all inputsymbol have been crosed.

as If so accept.

b) Ifnot reject." M

step 1 encounters one a, one b, andone c. "

ex. abboch

habbocc, gabbacc,Gabbo,qabbec,aabbeccc,aabb44cc.
Gabby2,4qbb44xc,qqxb444c.ab444c,¢*4R4.

all as crossedt

We sweep andeverything is crosed "



Question 05

Give a high level description of a nondeterministic TM which recognizes the language:

L = {1n | n is a composite number}
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Note:composite number:

This statementis very 4 Since 2 x6

important! 6 since 2x3

8 Since 2 x4

="On input'x: : since 3 x3

sweep tape and make sure inputis ofform 18

Ifnot, roject.

a Nondeterministically choose numbers p andq <n.

Rewrite tape to be

1" # 1P #19

3 Checkifpxq=n we can use our im for language B!(

If
yes, accept.
Ifno, reject." Alte
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What are the different TM variants? Give a brief explanation of each TM variant.

List all TM variants that are equivalent to the deterministic single tape TM.

Multitape -000

-...

-...

·

Non deterministic

This cannotbe

L infinite!

TM

Turing Machine where headcan more 32, R, S3.

Enumerators

Outputs all strings ofa language.

Multitape
Mondeterministic TMs

Enumerators
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What is a Turing-Decidable language? What is the difference to a Turing-Recognizable language?

Turing- Decidable

On every input, always halts.

Turing - Recognizable
May enter an infinite loop.
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